The power of Creativity
The Company

EIE GROUP is an Italian engineering excellence, specialized in the fields of Astronomy and Astrophysics, with the aim of producing machines, equipment and integrated systems for the industry and the scientific research field. EIE GROUP is an independent international leader in the production of Telescopes, Radio-Telescopes, Astronomical Observatories and scientific equipment, with focused engineering assets and solid know-how in fabrication and assembly processes as well as in mechanisms and plants management. EIE GROUP delivers integrated engineering services, project management and bespoke products for the Industry and otherwise. The company success lays on the engineering and technological know-how, which is delivered with creativity and ground-breaking solutions to best serve the clients’ demands. For this reason the group promotes a constant growing of its innovation culture through trainings at all levels.

EIE GROUP è un’eccellenza nel panorama industriale italiano, operante nei settori dell’Astronomia e dell’Astrofisica oltre che nella realizzazione di macchine, equipaggiamenti e sistemi integrati per l’industria e la scienza. EIE GROUP è leader internazionale nella realizzazione di Telescopi, Radiotelescopi, Osservatori astronomici e strumentazione scientifica con particolari asset ingegneristici e consolidate competenze nella fabbricazione, installazione, gestione di meccanismi e impianti. EIE GROUP fornisce servizi integrati di ingegneria, management e prodotti “chiave in mano” nei più disparati settori dell’industria e non. Il successo di EIE GROUP è basato sulle conoscenze ingegneristiche e tecnologiche applicate con creatività a servizio delle richieste dei suoi clienti. A questo scopo il gruppo opera un costante processo di crescita della sua cultura tecnologica e di formazione a tutti i livelli aziendali.
Mission and Core Values

Serving our clients through creativity, originality, passion, innovation, efficiency, reliability and concreteness, to deliver any project, any time in any environmental condition.

It is cooperating with our partners on complex scientific and industrial projects.

The values we have strengthen who we are and can be explained in a few steps:

• EIE is inspired by the values of correctness, transparency, honesty and integrity at all levels it operates. The relationship with both employees and partners lays on mutual trust and respect.
• EIE is committed to promote sustainable activities, in regard of people and the environment, through a correct risk awareness, creating opportunities for people and local businesses.
Management & Contracting

EIE Group develops top-to-bottom industrial and scientific management services.

Decades of experience in project management have led EIE’s seasoned experts’ team to efficiently manage the procurement of complex international projects, through ground-breaking design and construction processes.

We have gone beyond our customers’ expectations by providing scientists and managers with best-in-class facilities programs, through specific engineering, commercial and financially strategic analyses, including risk analyses, activity planning and system configuration controls.

Contracting therefore, from preliminary planning to final acceptance, plays a major role in the delivery of high performance, first-class customer services.

Our contracting purpose consists in a careful procurement strategy including design coordination, material and equipment procurement, qualified sub-contractors management, assistance, maintenance and repair services. Our company’s contracting awareness guarantees a direct and positive impact on our clients’ projects performance.
Engineering & Design

EIE is a leading company in the supply of systemic engineering and groundbreaking design. With more than 20 years’ experience on the International scene, EIE has developed a solid know-how to deliver quality, easy to handle services and long term reliability products and projects, at competitive costs.

EIE offers complete and integrated engineering turn-key solutions: from the design activities to purchase, from the production to the mounting and testing activities, to post-sales services.

EIE employs state-of-the-art software applications for the three-D model designing as well as for the assisted simulations and the management of all project documentation.

Our main goal consists in meeting our clients’ demanding expectations; our collaborative approach enables us to find the most efficient, practical and innovative solutions, through intelligent cost management.

EIE is supported by Four main Divisions:

- Structures Division
- Mechatronic Division
- Plants Division
- Special Products Division
Production & Services

EIE guarantees its engineering products delivering the full manufacturing process to its client.
EIE draws on more than 20 years’ experience working on complex projects worldwide.
EIE offers the best range of options in building services: from the purchase to the manufacturing, from the pre-assembly activities to the packing and transport, from the mountings on site to all commissioning and test phases.
EIE combines groundbreaking technologies to project management skills through a direct control of all processes, guaranteeing high safety standards and the most efficient solutions.
EIE offers highly competitive product and services coordinating every aspect of engineering skill to deliver quality, long lasting projects at the right market price.
The Future

Building the future is a weighty responsibility. All of our projects leave a legacy to future generations and we make every effort to deliver long lasting, ground-breaking, sustainable, environmentally safe projects. Research investments, Innovation, Technology transfer: these are EIE’s main priorities, this is EIE’s commitment to the future.
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